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Morning Message
Dobray Ranitsy! (Belarusian)
We hope you have made a great start to the
week! Following the snow fall we received at the
weekend: have you ever been to a Snow
Festival? You can find them in many countries
(that receive snow in the winter-time), but one
of the most famous is in China, in the city of
Harbin. At the Harbin Snow Festival, you can see
incredible structures and sculptures all made
from… SNOW & ICE! Take a look here. Enjoy!
Writing

Today you will be starting a new unit. How exciting!
For the next few weeks, we are going to be writing
advice letters. And not just any advice letters; they are
going to be advice letters to pets!
In this lesson you will be finding the features of an
advice letter and magpie-ing words. Find the lesson here.
Reading

Good morning to all you wonderful readers! Find
today’s lesson here, where we will be doing some
paired reading and looking at a range of question
types 😊Find the text here if you would like to
use it to support you!

Mathematics

Good Morning, Mathematicians!
Are you ready for more fractions?
Yes? FANTASTIC!
Today, we will be adding and subtracting
fractions with the
same denominator here.
Have fun!
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Welcome to another lesson on our mapping unit! Here
is your lesson- Enjoy 😊

Question for the day

What was your favourite part of Sunday’s
snow? (See Mr Murphy’s photo of
Queen’s Park for some inspiration!)

Weekly Spellings
It is challenge week for your spellings and there are some tricky words here. Watch out!
Task 1 - Practice writing each word out three times to help you get used to the spelling.
amateur
ancient
awkward
criticise
excellent
foreign
pronunciation
symbol
yacht
equipment
Task 2 – Put each word into a sentence.

